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Abstract
This research evaluated operational errors
(OEs) in Air Traffic Control (ATC). It consisted of
two exploratory studies. The first one was a
classification of OEs and contextual factors. The
second one was an in-depth look at OEs that cooccurred with a Traffic Alert Collision Avoidance
System (TCAS) Resolution Advisory (RA)
onboard.
The results provided a systematic
characterization of OEs, with potential use to
prioritize future research and interventions.
Patterns of error in en route and terminal airspace
were found to be slightly different. The absence of
D-side controllers and the presence of
developmental controllers were associated with
higher proximity between aircraft. The second
study found evidence of deficient pilot-controller
communications during TCAS RA events in the OE
reports. The results suggest that, the likelihood of
receiving vertical clearances in opposite direction
to the RA is higher when the information from the
pilot to the controller regarding the RA is
incomplete. These findings suggest the need to
revisit the concept of down linking RA information
to ATC.

Introduction
The prevention of the incidence of human
errors in ATC becomes crucial as air transport
demand increases, and the system becomes more
complex. To accomplish this, the FAA has
established an incident reporting system for
identification and correction of incidents in ATC
under the FAA Air Traffic Quality Assurance Order
7210.56 [1], [2]. It captures situations where an air
traffic controller allows a separation between
aircraft less than the applicable minimum standard
separation criteria. These are known as operational
errors.
This research and analysis has taken place in
two phases. Phase one was a classification of
operational error reports from January to June 2004
from both the Terminal Radar Approach Control
(TRACON) and Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC) facilities. The second phase was an
analysis of operational error form January to June
2005, based on the full error report, form 7210-3

[2]. These analyses and classification efforts are
undertaken in a broad context of error classification
and identification efforts in ATC. The assumption
of these analyses is that given appropriate
taxonomies of human error (c.f. [3]), an
understanding of both the work performance
context (c.f. [4]), and the organization/system
context in which the human-system performance
occurs (c.f. [5]); analysts can classify “types” of
error and the context of contributory factors that
combine. In our broad analyses, issues of “cause,”
in the sense raised by Dekker [6], are not yet
addressed. We are focusing on classification for
the purposes of identification of trend and
consistency in those classifications and in the
context in which the operational errors occur. This
approach has been formalized in several systems,
such as, TRACEr [7], HFACS [5], and HERAJANUS, which represents a harmonization of
European and United States [8], [9]. .
The classification of human performance
looks to three basic interactions to provide the basis
of error identification. First, there are issues of the
basic information processing elements and
functions that the human operator brings to task. In
these, the issue of limitations (perceptual,
memorial, cognitive or motor) is provided to
anticipate how humans might be overloaded by task
requirements.
Humans do not have infinite
bandwidth and, in fact, have some unique attributes
that determine what types of tasks we can and
cannot do simultaneously. There are established
theories that address these issues such as the
Wickens’ Multiple Resource Theory [10], [11].
Second, there is classification of the requisite
modification of those functions in response to
environmental stressors (either internal or external
to the operator). These models have played a large
role in human reliability analyses as “performance
shaping functions” [12]. Finally, context [13] and
organizational impacts [5] is accounted for in this
classification framework. Ultimately, these factors
are shown to be interactive in a framework for error
with internal, external and psychological error
modes model as influenced by context, stressors
and other performance shaping factors and the flow
of the activities in an air traffic mission.
In this analysis, we concentrate on one
circumstance associated with operational error:

TCAS alert interjection in the course of events
surrounding the operational error. The introduction
of automation in complex socio-technical systems,
such as in aviation, has aimed at preventing errors
and its consequences, among other reasons (e.g.,
reducing workload of operator, replacing humans at
lower cost). However, automation is not always an
effective solution to solve human errors because it
might introduce new error opportunities. In many
situations, it does not replace the human activity,
but changes human operator demands [14], [15],
[3]. The TCAS system is one of these cases.
Although TCAS is a cockpit alerting system and
different from some more traditional automated
systems (e.g., flight control systems), it retains
capabilities associated with them, such as analysis
and command capabilities [16]. Here, automation
refers to “the full or partial replacement of a
function previously carried out by the human
operator” [14]. The intention of our analysis is to
understand the procedural and informational
context of the operational error co-occurring with
the collision avoidance guidance issued to pilots by
TCAS.
The
problem
of
human
error
reduction/elimination is one of the most
challenging in the design of complex human
machine systems. Humans are included in complex
systems to exploit their adaptive intelligence and
interpretive inference [17]. Human operators are
critical to successful performance in partially
unpredictable complex and dynamic systems in
which the optimization criteria are either under
specified or non-stationary. The characteristic
ability to deal with uncertainty, ambiguity and
under-definition predisposes the human operator in
a system to certain types of errors [4]. The human
operator also acts in ways that are adaptive,
context-responsive and where possible habitual in
performance during high stress, high workload
environments [13], [18]. This adaptation and
development of structured response brings with it
the set up for perceptual, procedural and decision
biases that are effective in many or most situations,
but lead the operator to error under specific
contexts of operation [19].
We agree with
Weigmann and Shappell [5] and Reason [3] and
contend that simply concentrating on defeating the
near-term “proximal cause" of an error, i.e., a
miscommunication or a missed procedure does not
yield the most effective design and may result in
more frequent or more consequential errors. In
order to avoid such unintended consequences, we
have undertaken a review of TCAS-associated
operational errors to support understanding of the
procedural and informational aspects of these
errors.

TCAS system
TCAS was introduced as a redundant
monitoring backup for air traffic controllers and
pilots to prevent midair collisions if both operators
failed to detect them. It is a last-resort safety
automated system [20], [21]. The impact of TCAS
system on aviation safety has been beneficial,
significantly reducing collision risk [22]. However,
recent accidents and incidents have raised concerns
on the very few circumstances where TCAS might
induce new hazards [23], [24].
The objectives of the TCAS system are
summarized as follows: first, it “advises” pilots
visually of surrounding traffic; second, “alerts”
them both visually and aurally that a collision risk
exists if both aircraft keep their current course (this
alert is called Traffic Advisory (TA)); and third,
“issues” visually and aurally a vertical maneuver to
avoid a potential collision (this alert is called
Resolution Advisory (RA)) [20]. Hereafter, the
acronym TCAS is used to designate the TCAS II
equipment version v7, which is mandatory for most
commercial carriers in the USA. TCAS II issues
both TAs and RAs, in contrast to TCAS I which
only provides TAs. TCAS has been mandatory for
most commercial operations in the US airspace
since 1991, while in Europe only since 2001. The
worldwide mandate was not issued by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
until 2003 [25].

Principles of TA and RA alerts
The surveillance component of TCAS works
as a Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR). A radio
transceiver interrogates the transponders carried by
other aircraft, scanning the surrounding airspace.
Only responses from nearby aircraft equipped with
transponders that provide altitude information
(Mode A/C and Mode S) allow tracking altitude,
range, and bearing of intruders. The information
extracted from nearby aircraft’s responses (altitude,
range, and bearing of intruders) is presented in a
traffic display and is processed by the collision
avoidance logic for threat detection and collision
advice. TCAS calculates the intruder’s closure rate
and the Closest Point of Approach (CPA). If the
distance between the two aircraft at the CPA poses
a threat, the system will issue an alert. TCAS
computes time to CPA rather than distance to
provide protection and to issue alerts. Typically,
TCAS triggers TA warnings 45 seconds before the
CPA, and RAs 30 seconds before. These alarm
thresholds (look ahead time, vertical distance and
horizontal thresholds) increase with the own
aircraft altitude [21]. No RA is issued below 1000
feet. The look-ahead time of the TA is
approximately 15 s to warn the pilot of an

upcoming RA and to acquire visual contact with the
intruder [25], [26]. RA indicates the pilot a
maneuver in the vertical plane, either passively (i.e.
do not climb, do not descend) or actively (i.e.
climb, descend, adjust vertical speed). In some rare
occasions, TCAS can reverse the sense of an RA,
after reassessing the geometry of the encounter. As
soon as one TCAS issues an RA, it coordinates
with the threat’s TCAS equipment to ensure
complementary maneuvers [21].

TCAS Procedures
TCAS procedures are executed differently
across countries and airlines. In the US, the FAA
has established the pilot’s and controller’s
responsibilities and the procedures to follow in its
Advisory Circular 120-55B [27]. These procedures
are summarized as follows. On receipt of a TA,
pilots shall respond “by attempting to establish
visual contact with the intruder aircraft and other
aircraft which may be in the vicinity” [21]. They
shall not maneuver on response of a TA. On
receipt of an RA, the pilot flying (PF) “should
respond immediately by direct attention to RA
displays and maneuver as indicated, unless doing so
would jeopardize the safe operation of the flight or
the crew can assure separation with the help of a
definitive visual acquisition of the aircraft causing
the RA” [21]. Aircrew takes the responsibility for
separation when they decide not to follow a RA. In
these cases, visual perception may be misleading,
especially when the ground reference is unreliable
or the horizon is masked. The traffic acquired may
not be the same that triggered the RA. In addition,
the FAA acknowledges that TCAS does not provide
safe separation in all cases, because it does not
respond to aircraft without a transponder or with a
malfunction in it.
Regarding the notification of the RA to ATC,
the FAA requests the pilot to “communicate with
ATC as soon as practicable after responding to the
RA” [21].
Pilots are required to return
“expeditiously” to the previous ATC altitude
clearance when the conflict is resolved. Air traffic
controllers cease to be responsible for an aircraft’s
separation assurance as soon as the aircraft deviates
from the ATC clearance in response to a RA, but
they are required to provide traffic information, if
“workload permitting” [21].
They do not
knowingly issue instructions in opposite direction
to an RA. They resume responsibility when the
pilot informs them that the conflict is solved and
the aircraft returns to the previous flight level or the
pilot acknowledges an alternative clearance. Of
special interest here is the FAA’s advice of not
maneuvering in the opposite direction to a given
RA “based solely upon ATC instructions” [21].

Human Factors Issues related to ATC
A simplified view of pilot’s actions and
controller’s responsibilities during a TCAS RA
event is depicted in Figure1. It represents what
Brooker [28] calls “desired sequence”. He argued
that, in reality, this sequence is not followed, and
that the controller may receive one pilot’s message
or none informing on the TCAS RA. Eurocontrol
[22] argued that because of the short time to react,
the report might be issued late by the pilot, being of
limited or no use for the controller.
TCAS RAs instruct pilots to maneuver in the
vertical plane. They can “drastically disrupt the
controller’s situation awareness [SA]” [20].
Wickens et al. indicated that this disruption is
amplified by the fact that the change of the flight
level, the main parameter affected by those vertical
maneuvers, is not evident on the ATC display as it
is only included as a number in the flight data block
and an arrow. The controller is not responsible for
the separation of that aircraft as soon as the RA is
followed and the aircraft departs from the ATC
clearance [29]. However, Brooker [28] argued that
the controller believes he or she is in control of
separation until he receives the first voice message.
The longer this period, the greater the likelihood for
the controller to make an error.
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Figure 1. Timeline of events in a typical
triggered TCAS RA event. Circles represent
voice messages. Note. Adapted from [28].

Study 1: Taxonomic Analysis
Methods
A total of 539 OE reports, spanning the period
from January 2004 to June 2004, were collected.
From these reports, 54 reports classified as runway
incursions and five as oceanic, were excluded. A
total of 480 OE reports resulted to be included in
the final analysis. Reports were divided between
the two authors to be reviewed. For each OE report,

reviewers assigned one or more error type, from a
list of 24 error types, according to the flow decision
diagram depicted in Figure 5 in the Appendix. A
classification of contextual or concurrent factors
that might have played a contributory role in the
incident was also recorded in the study. An interreliability test was performed to ensure the two
reviewers applied the same criteria by calculating
Cohen’s Kappa index on ten reports exchanged in a
double blind between reviewers.
In addition to the counts of errors, a measure
of “proximity” was calculated for all OEs. Three
categories of proximity resulted: A, B, and C, based
on the relative distance of aircraft from each other
in horizontal and vertical planes at the CPA. Table
1 provides the criteria to calculate the index.
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Table 1. Proximity index calculation criteria

Results
The Kappa statistic was 0.83, which is
considers a satisfactory level of agreement. The
reviewers were applying the same criteria for
assigning reports. Because each OE report could
have multiple error types associated, the total
number of errors was 810. Of those, 560 were in
ARTCC and 250 in TRACON.
The top-12 errors accounted for the 87.5% of
the errors identified. Overall, the most frequently
reported error, failure to notice converging aircraft,
was reported in 23.3% of all of the reports in the
data set, 26.4% in ARTCC and 17.3% in
TRACON. In these cases, the controller was aware
of both aircraft, but failed to notice that they were
on converging courses. The most frequently
recorded type of error in the TRACON reports was
inadequate coordination among controllers (either
within or between facilities). This was the second
more frequent error cited in 15.8% of the reports
overall, 19.8% of the TRACON reports, and 13.8%
of the ARTCC reports. Another common type of
controller error is readback/hearback. In these
cases the pilot reads back a different instruction that
the controller issued, but the controller fails to
notice and correct the discrepancy. This type of
error was cited in 13.5% of the OE reports (12.9 %,
of the ARTCC reports and 14.8% of TRACON
reports). Approximately 25% of the reports noted

that the controller issued an instruction that climbed
or descended the aircraft through the path of
another aircraft with less than the required
separation. There are interesting differences in the
patterns of these errors between ARTCC and
TRACON OEs. ARTCC OEs are much more
likely to cite losses of standard separation involving
an aircraft instructed to descend through (20.8%)
than climb through (11.3%) another aircraft’s
altitude. Such errors were also much more common
in the ARTCC environment (total of 32%) than in
the TRACON environment (12% total, with 5.6%
descents and 6.2% climbs). An additional 11.7%
of the reports noted that the controllers issued
altitude that climbed or descended aircraft toward
(but not through) the other aircraft’s altitude. This
type of error was also more common en route than
in the terminal environment (15.4% of the ATRCC
reports and 4.3% of the TRACON reports. Table 2
presents the percentages of each error type.
Total

Error Category
Fail Converging
Control
coordination
Descend through
Overlooked Traffic
Vector inadequate
Hearback/Readback
Altitude Inadequate
Fail Altitude
Climb/Descend
Climb through
Fail Overtaking
Traffic
Instruction nointended
Temporal errorissue
Misapplication
Procedure
Datablock miss
enter info
Airspace
Transpose a/c
Others
FPS miss enter
Speed inadequate
Wrong a/c
a/c overlap
Misread info
LOA misapplication
Cleared below
minimum
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Table 2. Number of error type and % of reports
that contained them in ARTCC and TRACON
Another frequent error was “overlooked
traffic”. In these instances, the controller doesn’t
“see” or overlooks a conflicting aircraft when
issuing an instruction. This type of error was cited

in 14.6% of the reports overall, 15.1% in ARTCCs
and 13.6% in TRACONs.
Among the contextual factors identified in the
OEs, absence of data-side (D-side) controller was
the most frequent, cited in 40.7% of ARTCC OEs.
Table 3 presents the proximity rating of errors with
D-side present and absent.
D-Side Present
3 or 1 %
13 or 4%
278 or 95 %

Proximity A
Proximity B
Proximity C

D-Side Absent
8 or 3%
27 or 12%
195 or 85%

Table 3. Proximity rate of errors linked to the
absence to D-side controller
Another interesting contextual factor we looked at
was the fact that a developmental1 controller was
working the sector. We did find that 7.9% of OEs
involved a developmental working the sector.
Figure 2 illustrate the proximity observed when
there was a developmental working in the sector. A
Chi-square test of independence did not support
statistically significance at the 95 % degree of
confidence (χ2 (2, N = 459) = 5.775; p = 0.057).

standard rate, of operations was without a D-side in
the center. Nevertheless, Table 3 suggests that the
severity of the error (as rated by a proximity index)
is likely to be higher in both severity A and B when
a D-Side is absent. The D-side assists the R-side
controller when traffic reaches certain levels. This
teamwork structure provides a distribution of tasks
and redundancy to maintain SA [20], becoming an
important element in catching errors. Changing
team task into an individual one may be responsible
of reduction in SA, and we argue it may be the
cause of losing redundancy in some tasks, reducing
the likelihood of catching R-side errors in the
earlier moments of the loss of separation.
Looking at developmental as a contextual
factor was equivalent to analyzing the effect of
expertise. Extensive research has demonstrated that
experts have superior mental models that allow
them to anticipate future events [34]. The lack of
the base rate of developmental operations prevented
us to achieve any conclusion about the expertise
effect on the occurrence of OEs. However, data
suggest that developmental are associated to
higher-proximity errors.

Study 2: OEs Involving TCAS RAs

Developmental vs Proximity Rating

Percent of OE reports

80%
66.7%
60%

52.6%

DEV

Methods

CPC

The total number of reports reviewed was
104, spanning the period from January to July of
2004 and 2005. Only reports indicating that an
aircraft initiated an evasive maneuver because of
receiving a TCAS RA onboard were selected for
the study. From those reports, 19 reports did not
describe any information pertaining to the TCAS
sequence within the summary, and another 23
reports were too concise for information related to
the TCAS RA chain of events and subsequent
controller and pilot actions to be extracted from
those reports.
In summary, 62 reports were
analyzed for this part of the study.

40%
23.7%
20%

21.1%
17.6%

11.1%
2.6% 4.5%
0%
Rating A

Rating B

Rating C

None/Unknow n

Figure 2. OEs sorted by proximity with
developmental and certified controllers

Discussion
This analysis shows that there are controller
errors that are common across ATC environments,
such as readback/hearback errors and overlooking
traffic. There are also interesting differences in the
patterns of errors found in losses of standard
separation between the terminal and en route
environments. More detailed research into specific
aspects of these errors could point to mitigation
strategies.
Data related to the proximity of the encounter
in those errors without D-side controller, while
suggestive, have to be considered in light of the fact
that we were unaware of what the base rate, or
1

controller who has not satisfied all the training and
qualification requirements in a airspace area

We were interested to gain insights into the
actual TCAS RA’s chain of events and its effect on
controller’s behavior. Brooker [28] proposed to
group incidents according to the controller’s
appreciation of the conflict, the action he or she
was taking, and the information supplied by the
aircrew. However, limitations in the interpretation
of data led us to change slightly the approach. The
initial question of this scheme was to be whether or
not the controller was aware of an imminent TCAS
RA. This information could not be determined
from the reports. The second parameter to
investigate was whether or not the controller issued
an instruction to avoid the conflict, and if that
instruction was given before or after the TCAS RA
was triggered on board. Finally, the quality of the

information report provided by the pilot was
analyzed in terms of completeness and timing of
the voice messages. The analysis scheme used is
represented in Figure 3. The instruction issued by
the controller (i.e., altitude or heading), to resolve
the conflict was compared, with the direction given
by TCAS RA. The quality of information that the
pilot gave ATC regarding the RA was classified as
complete, incomplete or none. Information was
considered complete when the controller received
two information messages from the pilot, the first
one indicating the aircraft identification and the
direction of the TCAS RA shortly after the pilot
departed from the ATC clearance (without big
delays) and a second message when the pilot
received the TCAS message clear of conflict and he
resumed previous altitude.
Information was
considered incomplete if one report was missing or
lacked essential information (e.g., callsign or the
direction of the deviation).

Figure 3. Scheme pilot’s message – controller’s
action during TCAS RA.

Results
In 52 % (n = 54) of the OEs with TCAS RAs,
the controller issued an instruction to resolve the
conflict. Among them, 30.8 % (n = 32) of
incidents contained clearances given exclusively
before the TCAS RA was triggered on board, and
in 21.2 % (n = 22) of the incidents the controller
issued a new clearance after the TCAS RA was
triggered onboard in an attempt to reestablished the
standard separation. In 17.3% (n = 18) of conflicts,
no action was taken by the controller. In an
additional 40.4% (n = 42) the timing of the
instruction relative to the RA could not be
determined.
The controller received complete and timely
information in 51.6 % (n = 33) of the incidents, and
incomplete information (i.e., missing a pilot’s
message, missing aircraft call sign or TCAS
direction in the message, or excessive delay) in

43.5% (n = 26) of the incidents. There were 5 % (n
= 3) of reports where the controller did not receive
any information. This might create opportunities
for wrong decisions and errors. Figure 4 illustrates
the controller’s actions during encounters that had
TCAS RA across situations based on the reporting
pilot’s voice messages about the TCAS RA
deviation. The controller’s action was classified
according to two variables: aircraft instruction (i.e.,
altitude or heading) and timing of clearance
compared to the triggered TCAS RA on board. The
reader should note that relative timing of the
controller’s instruction to the RA was inferred from
the narrative. Percentage is based on the number of
reports with enough information about the pilotcontroller interaction (N = 62).
Among OEs with received incomplete pilot’s
reports, 19.4 % of the reports (n = 12) contained at
least a controller clearance issued after the TCAS
RA was triggered. The controller should avoid
issuing clearances in the vertical plane, once they
had been advised that the pilot is responding to a
TCAS RA, because they may interfere with the
TCAS RA commands. We found that in 12.9% of
incidents (n = 8), with incomplete received pilot’s
information, the controller gave a new vertical
clearance. The pilot did not report the direction of
the RA in three of these reports and he or she
reported the RA after the controller’s clearance in
the other five reports. The controller issued an
opposite altitude clearance to the TCAS RA in
three reports (4.8%), and in all of them the pilot’s
report was given late after the controller’s
instruction, i.e., as response to the clearance. None
clearance was in the opposite direction to the TCAS
RA when the report was complete. When the
controller was proper and timely informed about
the TCAS RA deviation, the direction given, if any,
was always complementary to the TCAS RA
command. We found two reports where the
controller did not receive any message because,
even though the pilot who deviated from the ATC
clearance contacted with the controller, he was on
other frequency.
It is noteworthy to mention that if a TCAS RA
alone results in a loss of standard separation (i.e.,
there was no concomitant controller error); the
event is not recorded as a controller operational
error. These encounters are not capture under this
reporting and investigative process. Therefore, the
number of loss of separation with TCAS RA in the
NAS might be higher than the number of reports we
reviewed, and we do not know how the controller
behavior was impacted.

Clearances issued by controller upon triggered TCAS RA

% of incidents

25
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Figure 4. Clearances issued by controller with TCAS RAs involved

Discussion
SA is a key driver for decision-making and
performance in many fields, but it is especially true
in ATC because the tasks are highly cognitive.
Within the three levels defined in [31], the
perception of the status, attributes, and dynamics of
relevant elements in the environment was essential
to be able to comprehend the current situation,
project future status and make appropriate
decisions. During a TCAS RA, the controller relies
completely on the pilot’s message to know that the
aircraft is deviating from the expected, and
previous assigned, altitude. While the altitude field
of the aircraft datablock will reflect changes in
altitude, the delay in updating the altitude
information in today’s radar screens may prevent
timely detection [22]. Thus, the quality of the
pilot’s messages is crucial for controllers to gain a
correct awareness of the situation. We found that
the pilot’s reporting was approximately half of the
times
incomplete.
These
communications
deficiencies added difficulties to the controller’s
understanding of the situation, impairing their SA.
In a simulation study, Rome et al. [32] found
similar variability in the reporting pilot’s messages,
creating confusion and stress among controllers.
When a TCAS RA is triggered onboard, the
threat of a collision and the urgency of the actions
create stress on the pilot [32]. Under such
circumstances of stress, communications might be
difficult to understand, and pilots usually delay
reporting the deviation [22], or inform incorrectly
to the controller.

In addition, we found that the controller
issued vertical clearances opposite to the TCAS RA
command in three incidents (4.8%) after an
incomplete pilot’s message. However, the direction
was always complementary to the TCAS RA
command when the controller was properly
informed in a timely manner. If we consider only
the OEs where the controller issued a clearance
after the RA event in the vertical plane (21%), the
percentage of contrary clearances is 23% of those
reports. Vertical clearances, even in the same
direction of the TCAS RA, pose hazards in the
operations, because the TCAS system might reverse
the RA direction after a few seconds. Rome et al.
(2006) found that in four situations out of 32
scenarios, the controller issued a vertical instruction
during the RA, after having been informed about
the TCAS RA.
Under stress situations, decision makers may
choose their most familiar responses. Therefore,
abnormal events might not trigger the appropriate
response because the solution is not familiar [34].
This might be the case when air traffic controllers
handled incidents with TCAS RA. These events
are very infrequent; therefore, when they happen,
the first reaction of the controller is to act with the
most familiar response, providing a clearance,
either in the vertical and/or horizontal plane, to
regain standard separation. The likelihood of
providing a vertical command opposite to the
TCAS RA was higher if the reporting was deficient
because the controller’s SA was impaired.
We consider two mitigation strategies to
reduce the occurrence of controller’s clearances
after the pilot follows a TCAS RA. First, increase

controller’s training with simulators focused on
scenarios that recreate TCAS RA events in order to
increase expertise in dealing with the appropriate
solutions. Second, revisit the pros and cons of
downlinking TCAS RAs triggered in the cockpit in
order to provide controllers with complete and
timely information about the TCAS RA.
Various authors have proposed downlinking
TCAS RA information (cf. [30], [22], [33], [32],
[20]). In the study of Eurocontrol [33], most
controllers judged beneficial the provision of RA
information to the controller. They considered an
improvement in SA and expected to reduce the
likelihood of contradictory ATC clearances.
However, some problematic issues were pointed.
The first one was that the analysis of the RA
information might draw too much of the
controller’s attention, neglecting other traffic
situations. The second one was that the relevant
information is the pilot deviation from the ATC
clearance rather than TCAS RA, because the pilot
might not comply with the RA. The third one was
the operational procedures associated, controller’s
responsibility, and potential liability issues. It
seems that the more accepted approach was to keep
current responsibilities, being transferred from
controller to aircrew upon reception of pilot’s voice
report of the RA [25], [33]. The provision of RA
would be used for informational purposes. All of
these need to be addressed with further research.

Conclusions
This research demonstrated the value of a
systematic characterization of OEs using official
record of incidents. This research helped to
identify meaningful factors that merit further study.
The absence of D-side controllers and the presence
of developmental controllers were associated with
higher proximity between aircraft.
The TCAS implementation has proven
beneficial.
However, its operation has had
profound implications for controllers. We found
evidence of a high variability in the chain of TCAS
RA events, problems associated with pilotcontroller communications, and harm of controller
SA. Our data analysis suggests that controller often
provides clearances in the vertical plane after a
TCAS RA command. We found evidence (in three
reports or 4.8%) of increased likelihood of
receiving a clearance in opposite direction to the
RA when pilot’s voice information about the TCAS
deviation from current clearance was incomplete.
Two solutions were proposed: to increase training
recreating these TCAS RA scenarios, and to
downlink the RA information to the controller’s
workstation. The latter has implications to consider
in future research.
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Figure 5. Flow decision diagram used to classify OEs.

